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PREFACE 

Crime is one of the most significant social problems in the United 

States, requiring innovative and varied solutions for reduction and 

prevention. Although Federal, State, and. local governments have com

mitted enormous resources towards combatting crime, the fear of crime 

is a discomforting facet of everyday living in many communities. This 

fear has combined with other social forces to undermine the vitality of 

commercial areas, has led to the abandonment of residential areas as 

families are prompted to flight, enmeshed school administrations with 

internal disorders \'lhich have disrupted educational activities, and 

has often hastened declines in public transportation ridership. 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

(NILECJ), the research arm of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra

tion (LEAA), has recognized the need for research and the development of 

new approaches for crime prevention and the restoration of personal 

security. Because the environment in which we live is such a funda

mental determinant of how we act and perceive our surroundings, it is 

both natural and imperative that we seek an understanding of its influ

ence upon both crime and the fear of crime within our society. 

In 1974, a major exploration of techniques for Crime Prevention 

Through Environmental Design (CPTED) was initiated with an award by 

LEAA to a consortium of firms headed by the Westinghouse Electric 

Corporation. 
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The goal of the CPTED Program is to develop and demonstrate de-

sign concepts for urban environments that will reduce crime and improve 

the quality of urban life by reducing the fear of crime. Specific ob-

j ectives of thfe Program are: 

• To consolidate and extend CPTED concepts that 

bear upon the prevention of crime in urban set

tings. 

• To mount demonstration projects for the evalua-

tion and refinement of CPTED concepts. 

• To distill the concepts and demonstrations" 

findings intJ guidelines suited to architects, 

planners, rnd developers. 

• To disseminate and institutionalize Program 

results on a wide basis. 

Westinghouse has developed several product!' that are based on the 

experience and knowledge gained from the CPTED demonstrations and con

ceptual refinement. These products were developed with the explicit 

purpose of articulating and formalizing the proce$s involved in plan

ning and implementing a CPTED project. Chief among these products is 

the three-volume CPTED Program Manual. It was produced to assist urban 

designers and criminal justice planners in determining the applicability 

and feasibility of the CPTED concept to the solution of crime or fear-

of-crime problems in various urban environments. The Program Manual 

also provides detailed guidance for the planning and implementation of 

a CPTED project. 

iv 
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The volumes of the Program Manual, and their authors, are: 

• Volume I: Planning and Implementation Manual 

by W. Anthony Wiles, Robert J. Haskell, and 

Edward J. Pesce -- describes the planning frame

work and related project management activities. 

• Volume II: CPTED Strategies and Directives 

Manual -- by Linda B. Moncure, Lynne Helfer 

Palkovitz, Howard M. Kaplan, Larry S. Bell, and 

Robert K. Cunningham -- presents a catalog of 

strategies, together with examples of specific 

design directives. 

• Volume III: Analytic Methods Handbook -'" by 

Im);c R. Kohn, Richard M. Locasso, and Avishay 

Dubnikov -- provides a catalog of appropriate 

analytic techniques. 

The creation of the Program Manual and the development of much of 

its underpinnings was due to the leadership of the CPTED Project Team, 

including, especially: Edward J. Pesce, Project Director; ~rtilre R. 

Kohn, Deputy Project Director for Research; Howard M. Kaplan; Deputy 

Project Director for Demonstrations; heonard B. Bickman, Deputy Project 

Director for Evaluation; and Lewis F. Hanes, Deputy Project Director 

for Dissemination (and formerly Deputy Project Director of the Research 

and Demonstration Team). 

The support of LEAA is greatly appreciated. Blair Hwing and Fred 

Heinzelmann of NILECJ provided essential support for the CPTED Program. 
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Efforts of Lois F. Mock also are appreciated. Richard M. Rau and 

Richard M. Titus, initial and current monitors of the Program for 

LEAA, have contributed substantially to the effort by resolving prob

lems and providing proper perspective between this program and other 

research activities. 

The consortium also wishes to express its thanks to R. A. 

Carlston of Westinghouse National Issues Center especially for his 

foundation-laying contribution during Phase I of the project. Special 

recognition is given to William D. Wallace, Publications Manager, and 

Linda B. Moncure of his staff, for their invaluable contributions to 

the form and substance of all CPTED documentation. We also thank 

as a group those many individuals at the demonstration sites who con

tributed to the development and testing of many elements contained in 

the Program Manual. 

Finally, Westinghouse wishes to express its grateful appreciation 

to the following, who provided guidance and review in the evaluation of 

the CPTED Program Manual and who offered suggestions for its improve

ment, many of which were incorporated in the final version: Sue Heller, 

Ellen Barhar, and Peter Hart (Cooperative Community Planning, Depart

ment of City Planning, New Yor.k) , Captain Ernest Howard (Crime Preven

tion Bureau, Middletown, Ohio, Division of Police), Sherry Kinikin 

(Bowie Against Burglary, Bowie, Maryland), Peirce Eichelberger (Planning 

Department, Miami, Florida), Lt. W. N. Shoup (Research and Development 

Section, Arlington County, Virginia, Police Department), Richard Clark 
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(Crime Analysis Team, Criminal Justice Coordinating Council, Atlanta, 

Georgia), Paul W. Newhouse (St. Louis Commission on Crime and Law En

forcement, St. Louis, Missouri), Richard L. Buck (Forest Preserve 

District of Cook County, Illinois), Jack H. Cornelius and Robert J. 

Johal'lnigman (Chicago Central Area Committee. Chicago:; Illinois), James 

W. Taylor (Essex County Park Commission, Newark, New Jersey), Carlie E. 

Evans (Alamo Area Council of Governments, San Antonio, Texas), Barney 

Ring (Sar.l Antonio Police Department, San Antonio, Texas), Patricia A. 

Cain (Leon Valley Police Department, San Antonio, Texas), Michael L. 

Holder and George Pena (University of Texas at San Antonio, Texas), 

Kathleen H. Korbelik, Sheila R. Castillo, and Susan J. Lukonits 

(Chicago Department of Planning, Chicago, Illinois), Lt. Joseph M. 

Seiffert (Alexandria~ Virginia, Police Department), Richard Kleiner 

(Crime Prevention Unit, San Jose Police Department, San Jose, California), 

John L. Jones (Denver Anti-Crime Council, Denver, Colorado), James R. 

Jarboe, Jr., and Kay Nelson (Office of the Mayor, Criminal Justice 

Planning~ Jacksonville, Florida), Sgt. George Haddock (Community Re

lations, San Diego Police Department, San Diego, California), E. Larry 

Fonts (Central Atlanta Progress, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia), Gerald B. 

Gersey (Illinois Law Enforcement Commission, Chicago, Illinois), and 

Lt. William F. Swayne (Dallas Park Police, Dallas, Texas). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE CPTED PROGRAM MANUAL 

1. THE CPTED CONCEPT 

Crime Prevention Through Envirorunental Design (CPTED) is a concept 

whose goal is to reduce crime and fear by fostering a positive inter

action between human behavior and the physical environm~nt. However, 

the CPTED concept is not solely ccncerned with the physical aspects of 

the environment. While proper design of buildings and communities to 

reduce crime and fear is an important element of the CPTED concept, 

physical changes can be effective only with the conscious and active 

support of those persons, organizations, and businesses who use the en

vironment. In addition to physical and social crime prevention 

strategies, the concept involves the integration of law enforcement 

strategies, such as deploying more po2ice patrols to high~crime areas, 

and management strategies, which provide a policy and practice thrust, 

such as establishing minimum security standards. 

This diversity af means indicates why, in CPTED theary, the term 

environment includes the physical, sacial, ecanamic, and institutianal 

elements af a given lacale. The thrust af all CPTED strategies is 

directed taward salutians that reinfarce desirable existing activities, 

eliminate undesirable activities, create positive new activities, ar 

atherwise suppart desirable use patterns. Thus, a CPTED praject can 

include a cambination af actians that address aspects of the enviran

ment that pravide appartunities far the commissian af crimes. 

I 
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1.1 Operating Hypotheses 

There are four CPTED operating hypotheses: Access control, 

surveillance, activity support, and motivation reinforcement. Each 

operating hypothesis is a proposition concerning environment/behavior 

relationships, and each provides the underlying rationale for a set of 

specific strategies for affecting their relationships through the 

creation, modification, or elimination of environmental variables. 

Such strategies can focus on physical design features, human relational 

or social interaction patterns, the supportive role of police and 

private security forces, or on administrative policy and practice. 

Acaess (Jont:£lpZ strategies are primarily directed at keeping un

authorized persons out of a particular locale if they do not have 

legitimate reasons for being there. Access control can be achieved in 

individual dwelling units or commercial establishments by use of 

adequate locks, doors, and similar installations, by personnel deploy

ment (such as doormen and security guards), or by the creation of 

psychological barriers that establish the integrity and uniqueness of 

an area. 

The aim of surveiZza~e is not keep intruders out but to keep 

them under observation. Surveillance increases the perceived risk to 

offenders, as well as the actual risk if the observers are willing to 

act when potentially threatening situations develop. A distinction 

is made between organized surveillance and natural surveillance. 

Organized surveillance involves formal patrols by the police or citizen 

2 
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groups, or the use of mechanical devices such as closed-circuit tele

vision (CCTV) or alarms. Natural surveillance can be achieved by 

channeling the flow of human activity to put more observers near a 

potential crime area or by creating a greater observation capacity by 

installing windows along the street side of a building. 

Activity support involves methods of reinforcing existing ac

tivities or initiating new activities as a means of making effective 

use of the built environment. This perspective is based on the obser

vation that, in a given community, there are often existing resources 

and activities capable of sustaining constructive crime prevention. 

Support of these activities can bring a vital improvement to a given 

community, together with a reduction of the vulnerable social and 

physical elements that permit criminal intrusions. 

In contrast to the more mechanical concepts of access control and 

surveillance that concentrate on making offenders' operations more 

difficult, motivation reinforoement seeks to affect offender behavior 

and offender motivation by increasing the risk of apprehension and by 

reducing the payoff to him. The concept also seeks to reinforce 

positively the motivation of potential victims. , Territorial concern, 

social cohesion, and a general sense of security can result from :5u\'~h 

positive reinforcement strategies as altering the scale of a large, 

impersonal environment to create one that is smaller and more person

alized. TIlese results can also occur from improving the quality of an 

environment. 

3 
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Crime and fear of crime operate at different environmental scales 

from building interiors to entire communities, and CPTED strategies 

can be applied to these different scales. Table 1 illustrates speci

fic strategies for different levels of scale in relation to the four 

operating hypotheses and the four basic strategic approaches (physical 

design, social, law enforcement, and management). 

1. 2 Diverse Benefit's of CPTED 

The Program Manual is designed to show users how CPTED projects 

can produce several benefits in addition to the reduction of crime and 

fear within an urban environment. Some of these benefits are: 

• Treatment of Crime Problems at Various Environ

mental Scales -- The CPTED process for identi

fying crime/environment problems, selecting CPTED 

strategies, and initiating, implementing, and 

evaluating anticrime proj ec~s can be applied to 

entire neighborhoods or types of institutional 

settings within a city, such as secondary 

schools, or the process can be applied equally 

as well to a small geographic area or to one 

particular institution. 

e Integration of Prevention Approaches -- CPTED 

principles are derived from an opportunity model 

of criminal behavior which assumes that the of

fenderls behavior can be accounted for by under

standing how, and under what circumstances, 

4 
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TABU! 1 

Illustrations of CPTED Stra.tegies in Relation to Operating 
Hypotheses, Strategy Category. and Environmental Scale 

(Page 1 of 2) 

Operating IIYl10theses a 

Access Control 

SurvaiJlunce 

Strategyb Category 

Physical DesignC 

I.aw Iln forcemen t e 

~Ianagementf 

I'hysical 1I0sign 

Social 

Low Enforcement 

Environmental Scale 

Building Interior 

auUding Perimeter 

Site 
Area (Block, Street, Cluster) 

Dul hling I'erimeter 

BuUding Perimeter 

Entire Community, Neighborhood 

IIld liling Interior 

Building Pel'inleter 
Site 

ilntire Community, Neighborhood 

Building Perimetel' 
Site 
Area (Dlock, Streot, Cluster) 

Area (Dlock, Stroet, Cluster) 
Ilntlre Community, Neighborhood 

11. OperatIng hypotheses oro propositions concern.ing environment/behavior r<:intionshlps. 
b. A stt'lltogy is a method for affecting cnvirolllllcnt/bchavior rel.athmships through the 

creation, modification, or eliminatioil of envil'onmentaJ lliiria!lles. 
c. A physical dosign strategy focuses on physical fe!ltures. 
d. A social stru;tegy focuses on social relationai and intcractloll patterns. 
e. A low enforcement strategy focuses on the supportive role of police and prJvate 

security forces. 
f. A managemont strategy focuses on administrative policy Bnd practice. 

1l1ustl'ation of Strategy 

Provide secure doors and locks for semi-public interior 
spa cos (laundry rooms, mail rooms), 
Avoid construction materi.als thot can provide toe-holds ami 
hand-halds for scaling. 
Fence off private and semi-private olltdoor arons. 
Erect barriers to impede und!ltected access to the site through 
adjoining vacant lots. 

Station doormen at building entries. 

Conduct physical security surveys. 

Develop bullding security codes. 

Use transparent materials for entrances to stainiells, Jaundry 
rooms, mail rooms. 
mnimize the numbel' of famU ies sharing a building entry. 
Locate building entries so that they oro clearly visible from 
active social areas. 
Improve street lighting, 

Install intercom systems. 
Arrange for adul ts to watch children playin\: oUtdoors. 
Arrange wi th neighbors ~o provide surveillance during vacations. 

I'rovide trAined security guurds. 
Establish 10ctl1 police precincts in vacated stores, 

.. 

, 
':>\1 

\' .. , :0/ 
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TABLE 1 

Illustrations of C;PTED Strategies in Relation to Operating 
Hypotheses, Strategy Category, and Environmental Scale 

(Page 2 of 2) 

Physical Design 

Social 

Law Enforcement 

~Ianagement 

('hysical Design 

Social 

Low En forcemen t 

~Ianagement 

Building Interior 

Site 

Entire Community, Neighborhood 

Buiiding Interior 
Site 

Area (Block, Street, Cluster) 

Entire Conununity, Neighborhood 

Building Interior 
Site 
Area (Block, Street, Cluster) 
Entire Community, Neighbllrhood 

Building Perimeter 
Site 

Entire Community, Neighborhood 

Site 

Area (Block, Street, Cluster) 

Entire Community, Neighborhood 

Ilntire Community, Neighborhood 

Design multi-purpose public spaces to be used continuously 
day and night. 
Provide outdoor areas that are attractive and serve functional 
requirements (e.g., play areas). 
Provide well-designed pedestrian scale and area lighting 
filltures. 

Instruct children how to recognize and report emergencies. 
Create semi-public gardens to be maintained by resident 
volllnteers. 
establish block clubs, resident patrols. 

Improve police/community relations through citizen education 
programs alld polir.e involvement in community affairs. 

Initiate property identification projects. 
llire residents to maintain grounds. 
Sponsor escort programs for children and tht' elderly. 
Ilstablish zoning ordinances that prevent land uses that are 
incompatible with security objectives. 

Initiate paint-up/fix-up programs with resident volunteers. 
Provide planters al1<l other elements that define are!lS that belong 
to Ilorticular clusters of families. 
Provide amenities that encourage and support resident use. 

Sponsor yard improvement contests where Individual families 
receive prizes. 
Sponsor special events for special age lInd interest groups to 
promote group identity: 

Create paraprofessionnl security jobs for residents. 

Develop positive neighborhood image by having residents meet 
with developers Gnd real estate ngents to familiarize them with 
good eJlvironmental qualities • 

.. 
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variables in the environment interact to induce 

crime. Once an assessment of the opportunity 

structure is made, then appropriate strategies 

can be designed and integrated into a coordinated, 

consistent program. 

• Identification of Short- and Long-Term Goals -

Comprehensive, broad-based programs like CPTED 

have ultimate goals that may take years to ac

complish. Unlike CPTED, however, many programs 

fail to develop short-term or proximate goals 

and adequate measures thereof. The CPTED ap

proach includes an evaluation framework that 

details proximate goals relating to increased 

access control, surveillance, activity support, 

and motivation reinforcement. The rationale is 

that the ultimate program success is directly 

related to its success in achieving the proxi

mate goals. 

• Encouragement of Collective Responses to Problems 

The CPTED emphasis is on increasing the capacity 

of residents to act in concert rather than in

dividually. Strategies are aimed at fostering 

citizen participation and strengthening social 

cohesion. 

7 
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o Interdisciplinary Approach to Urban Problems -

An explicit policy of interdisciplinary team

ing assures effective cooperation among diverse 

city departments such as public works, social 

services, economic development, police, etc. 

Each participant benefits from exposure to the 

responsibilities, jurisdiction, and skills of 

the others. 

• Encouragement of Better Police/Con~unity Relations 

A key strategy is to coordinate law enforcement 

and community service activities with the result 

of improving police/community relations and de~ 

vel oping an anticrime program that is not solely 

dependent on enforcement agencies. 

• Development of Security Guidelines and Standards 

CPTED programming can lead to the' creation of 

security criteria for newly constructed or modi~ 

fied environments to avoid planning and design 

decisions that inadvertently provide opportunities 

for crime. 

• Assistance in Urban Revitalization ~- CPTED can 

be instrumental in revitalizing communities, in

cluding downtown areas, with its impact on physi

cal, social, and economic conditions. Once 

8 
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business leaders, investors, and other citizens 

perceive that a comprehensive effort is underway 

to reduce crime and fear, there will likely be 

an improvement in community identity and cohesive

ness. 

• Acquisition of Development Funds -- The incor

poration of CPTED into existing programs can pro

vide additional justification for awarding grants, 

loans, and community development funds. 

• Institutionalization of Crime Prevention Policies 

and Practices -- CPTED projects can create a 

local management capability and expertise to 

maintain ongoing projects. This capability can 

be incorporated into existing citizen organiza

tions or municipal agencies. 

Not a11 of these situations will apply to every local jur1sdiction, 

and there may be additional applications not covered by the above ex

amples. It is important that local decisionmakers establish objectives 

that they hope to achieve through a CPTED project. CPTED can be 

initiated with narrow and single-purpose objectives, or it can be 

expanded into a broad and comprehensive focus with multiple benefits. 

Hence, a decision about the project and its objectives will be an 

important determinant of the type of CPTED project to be initiated, 

its management requirements, its resource commitments, and similar 

policy decisions. 

9 
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2. CONTENTS OF THE PROGRAM MANUAL 

The CPTED Program Manual has been prepared to assist interested 

persons in determining the applicability of the CPTED concept to the 

solution of crime and fear-of-crime problems in various environments. 

It is addressed primarily to the planner at the municipal government 

level. By discipline or position, Manual users may be urban planners, 

criminal justice planners, architects, or designers in any organiza

tional structure where they could be given responsibility to develop 

solutions to a crime problem. 

Because of the diversity of the potential project target areas, 

the Manual does not attempt to provide guidelines on the cost of plan

ning and implementing a CPTED project, nor does it define precise 

staffing levels and specific management directives. Rather than giving 

direction on how a project must be planned and implemented, the Program 

Manual focuses on what needs to be done in that process. 

The Program Manual is divided into three volumes: 

• Volume I -- Planning and Implementation Manual. 

This is a practical guide for the application 

of the CPTED concept to urban crime prevention 

projects . 

• Volume II -- Strategies and Directives Manual. 

This is a catalog of strategies (or solutions 

to identified problems), together with examples 

of specific design directives that have been 

10 
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developed for specific application in resi-

dentia1, commercial, and schools environments. 

" Volume III -- Analytic Methods Handbook. This 

provides a framework for conducting crime/en-

vironment analysis to accomplish necessary in-

formation gathering steps for diagnosing crime 

and fear problems, and for evaluating strategies 

designed to deal with these problems. 

2.1 Volume I -- Planning and ImElementation Manual 

Prior to initiating a local CPTED project, decisionmakers should 

be familiar with the planning and implementation process described in 

this volume. The process has been developed around the premise that 

it is essential for community organizations, public and private agencies, 

individual citizens, and specialists in other disciplines (in addi-

tion to law enforcement) to actually become involved in efforts to 

reduce crime and fear in local communities. 

The planning and implementation process has proven to be an ef-

fective method for bring about citizen involvement and participation 
,~~ 

in the CPTED Demonstrations. The process, however, shou1d"be viewed as 

dynamic and flexible. During the planning process, the framework must 

be modified to suit local conditions and resources. Therefore, another 

function of the Program Manual is to document planning and implementa-

tion experiences so that the process can be modified and improved by 

local application and testing. 

11 
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While not denying the likelihood that certain steps will have to 

be reconsidered as new information arises, the CPTED planning and im

plementation process highlights a sequential approach to problem

solving and is organized around four distinct phases of activity: 

Policy Determination, Project Initiation and Organization, Project 

Planning, and Project Implementation. Within each of these phases, a 

series of planning and implementation guidelines is presented (see 

Figure 1). Each phase of the process can be viewed as a major decision 

point: 

• Policy Determination Phase -- Determines the 

applicability of CPTED principles for local 

issues and concerns. Provided that CPTED is 

applicable, local planners and decisionmakers 

must srecify the objectives and scope of the 

CPTED project, determine the location and size 

of the project site, and determine major or

ganizational requirements (e.g., project 

management and available resources). 

• Project Initiation and Organization Phase 

Defines analytic needs regarding key problems 

and issues, defines project objectives and re

quirements, olt'ganizes the project planr.ting team 

and its operating procedures, identifiels com

munity interests, develops the overall work 

program and schedule. 

12 
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• Project Planning Phase -- Includes a series 

of analyses that narrow the crime and fear 

problems to a point \'lhere they can be treated 

by CPTED, and provides insight into factors that 

contribute to the defined crime/environment 

problems. During this phase; a CPTED project 

rlan is produced that specifies the strategies, 

directives (the means by which a given strate

~r can be fulfilled), methods of implementa

tion, and funding for the alleviation of 

selected problems. 

• Project Implementation Phase -- Comprises a 

series of activities that produce the construc

tion of the physical portion of CPTED strate

gies and the carrying out of other programmatic 

activities. 

Within each phase there are distinct activities that provide the 

information on which key decisions are made. These activities can be 

expanded or reduced in scope, or otherwise modified, by local planners 

to fit local conditions. Nevertheless, they are indicative of the 

range of ac.tivities that will be necessary to reach valid conclusions 

at the end of each phase. Evaluation activities are a major component 

of each phase. 
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Experience has shown that an iterative planning process is most 

effective, with basic activities being carried from general to more 

specific development. For example, community participation is part 

of the Policy Determination phase but, in reality, is a continuous, 

constantly refined activity throughout all phases. Another example 

concerns funding activities, which are described in the implementation 

stage. Since funding is the ultimate key to implementation of the 

CPTED project, this activity should begin immediately and narrow 

gradually as funding commitments are obtained. The status of, or 

potential for, funding is an important criterion in selecting crime/ 

environment problems for inclusion in a CPTED project and designing 

CPTED strategies. 

The experience gained through the research and demonstration ac

tivities of the CPTED Program provides object lessons that can serve 

as useful guideposts for similar projects. Chief among these are: 

• A successful project must involve local residents, 

community organizations, and a wide variety of 

public agencies. 

• The planning and implementation process can be 

complex and time consuming. Typically, numerous 

interdependent activities are progressing simul

taneously. If one activity stalls, others can 

be affected in both expected and unexpected 

ways, resulting in extra effort and delay. 

15 
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• Implementation of large-scale projects will 

require multiple funding sources. 

• Planners and imp1ementers of a ePTED project 

must have access to key decisionmakers in 

order to coordinate and organize a project. 

• Site selection for a ePTED project is a key 

consideration since site characteristics will 

influence subsequent planning and implementa

tion activiti@s, 

• The technical and :rr:sormational requirements 

of a given proj ect and th\~ mix of specialized 

skills should be determined ~Brly to effective

ly coordinate the use of resources. 

• Evaluation activities should be an essential 

component. Hence, the planning process should 

require the formulation of objectives, identi

fication of appropriate measurement criteria, 

documentation of physical and social changes, 

and impact assessments. 

• ePTED is most successful when it is focused on 

opportunity areas that have programs underway 

and can offer support for the project. 

• The scope of a project is dependent upon local 

objectives (i.e" ePTED can be applied to a 

16 
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single structure or an entire city, or it can 

address one problem or the range of problems 

in a particular environment). 

• Management and participation requirements can 

change as a CPTED project makes the transition 

from the planning to the implementation phase. 

2.2 Volume II -- Strategies and Directives Manual 

Volume II provides a comprehensive overview of CPTED strategies 

that can serve as useful examples for addressing crime problems and 

opportunities that' are common to residential neighborhoods, commercial 

areas, and schools. The Appendix contains an annotated bibliography 

of relevant source materials. 

For some problems, the strategies presented may be directly ap

plicable, however, they are by no means all-inclusive. It is expected 

that these strategies will suggest additional solutions, or variations, 

for the particular target area. While most of the strategies are based 

on demonstration experience, they are applicable to other settings as 

well. 

Typical project objectives are presented for the three environ

ments, each with a range of strategies one might employ to achieve that 

objective. Illustrative of the contents of the Strategies ,and Direc

tives Manual is the following summary description of these objectives 

with examples of strategies. 

17 
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• P~ovide se~~~e ba~ie~s to p~event unautho~zed 

access -- Barriers might include additional 

fences and locks or upgraded con~truction 

materials for windows and doors. 

• Imp~ove oppo~tun'i ties fo~ s~ei Z Zance by physi

caZ mechanisms that sewe to inc~ease ~isk of 

detection fo~ offende~s~ enabZe evasive actions 

by potentiaZ victims~ and faciZitate intewen

tion by the poZice -- Natural surveillance can 

be enhanced by limiting the number of entrances 

to a building, trimming Clr eliminating shrubbery 

and other visual barriers:, and locating activity 

areas where they provide a view of vulnerable 

grounds areas. 

• P~ovide buiZdings with s~ic~ity devices to detect 

and signaZ iZZegaZ en~y attempts -- Devices may 

include intercoms, electronic detectors, closed

circuit television, and interior and exterior 

lighting. 

• Design bui Zdings and ~esidences to enhance secu::r.1i ty 

One means is to create and enforce minimum security 

standards set by State or municipal codes, 

• EstabZish poZ.icies to p~event Zand and buiZding 

uses th4t have negative impact -- Zoning ordinances 

18 
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should be established to prevent such inappro

priate mixes of land use as locating X-rated 

establishments near schools. 

• Reduce causes of congestion that contpibute to 

physicaZ confrontations -~ For example, con

trolling bus-loading areas and increasing the 

size of stairs in schools help provide freer 

circulation patterns. 

• Encourage residents and merchants to add safe

guards to their homes and businesses -- This 

set of strategies includes not only the obvious 

addition of locks, but also calls attention to 

such unsafe security practices as leaving 

house keys hidden on door sills and garage 

doors open. 

• Encourage sociaZ interaction to foster cohe

sion and contpoZ -- Providing informal meeting 

places and special events encourages interaction 

in an area and allows users to get to know each 

other so that they more readily recognize 

strangers. 

• Determine appropriate security services 

Security services might be provided by a pro

fessional staff, off-duty policemen, or citizen 

r F ----.·· .... 
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or student patrols in vulnerable areas. 

• ImpZ,ermant safeguards to make customers Z,ess 

vuZ,nerabZ,e to crime -- Customers can be en

couraged not to carry cash through cooperative 

efforts of local businesses and the media. 

e Improve poZ,ice services to respond effectiveZ,y 

and to enhance aitizen coop~ration -~ Police 

can be encouraged to increase activities in 

crime-prone areas while citizens can be en

couraged to undertake crime reporting activities. 

• Improve poZ,ice/community reZations to invoZ,ve 

citizens in cooperative efforts -- Such means 

as neighborhood foot patrols and police speak~ 

ing to community groups can encourage mutual 

trust and cooperation. 

• Provide paychoZ,ogiaaZ, deterrents to thefts and 

vandaZ,ism -- Encouraging people to mark their 

personal property and providing conspicuous tres

pass detectors can serve as deterrents to would-be 

offenders. 

• Create neighborhood/community crime prevention 

awareness ~- Residents, business people, and students 

should be encouraged to be alert to and report any 

suspicious activities. 

20 
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• Establish procedures to handle emergency situations 

Teachers in vulnerable locations in and around 

schools may be provided with silent alal~ buttons 

to summon assistance or with two-way radios. 

• Differentiate private areas from public spaces 

and highlight functional areas to discourage tres

passing and increase territorial identity -- Pro

vide landscaping~ public notices, graphics, and 

other means to identify areas as private property. 

• Promote public awareness and involvement with the 

community and the institutions within it -

Active public information channels can highlight 

the constructive elements of neighborhood schools, 

thus increasing community interest in student and 

faculty activities and achievements. 

• Develop a positive image of the area or institu

tion to encourage the resident or usep. and,increase 

investor confidenc~ and economic vitality -~ Pub

licity of good news events in the area via public 

media can help offset the bad press of crime and 

help encourage approval of loans for new homes and 

businesses. 

Four CPTED products represent technical extensions of sections in 

Volume II. Technical Guideline No.6: Decision Aids and CPTED Evaluation 
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Criteria describes in detail procedures for conducting cost/effective

ness analyses; Technical Guideline No.7: Planning Public Outdoor 

Areas focuses on the implementation requirements of outdoor lighting 

and landscaping; Technical Guideline No.8: Citizen Involvement in 

CPTED Projects presents participation methods in detail; and Technical 

Guideline No.9: Security Engineering Design in Commercial and Insti

tutional Facilities covers commercial security practices and design 

considerations for site, perimeter, and building security. 

2.3 Volume III -- Analytic Methods Handbook 

Volume III describes analytical methods that can be used to 

diagnose problems and evaluate solutions. It consists of three intro

ductory chapters and four appendices. The chapters give an overview 

of the crime/environment analysis process, a theoretical perspective, 

and the basics of data collection methods with guidelines covering 

the coordination of analytic obj ecti ves an.J resources. The appendices 

treat an aspect of crime/environment analysis in depth by expanding 

on the theoretical discussion, the use of police crime data, andCPTED 

evaluation designs and procedures. 

Coordinated with Volume III, but presented in a separate volume, 

are five CPTED Techn:l~a1 Guidelines that contain material with more of 

a·how-to-do-it flavor concerning environmental assessment methods 

(Guideline 1), behavioral observation methods (Guideline 2), fear-of

crime surveys (Guideline 3), victimization surveys (Guideline 4), and 

quantitative analytic techniques (Guideline 5). 
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Crime problems are viewed as crime/environment problems because 

the focus is on solutions that treat the environment in such a way as 

to lessen the vulnerability of potential victims, increase the level of 

effort involved in committing a crime, reduce the potential payoff to 

the offender, and improve the chances of apprehension. 

One perspective that can be helpful in the identification of key 

crime/environment variables is the proposition that criminal oppor~ 

tunities are a function of four factors: Target, risk, effort, and 

payoff. The focus is on crime/environment variables that relate to 

the d~~cisionmaking process of a criminal. The assumption is that 

criminals avoid low~opportunity environments (e.g., those that require 

much effort to commit a crime, where the risk of apprehension or 

punishment is high, wher.e few targets exist, and where only small pay

off can be obtained). Similarly, it is assumed that criminals prefer 

an environment where opportunity is high because targets are available 

that allow crimes to be committed easily and quickly for large re

wards, with little or no risk of apprehension. Based on this perspec

tive, t ~ i ... Jilportant analytic questions to address are: 

~ What aspects of the environment are the most 

important to a potential criminal? 

• How does the potential offender evaluate the 

available environments? 

• What set of environmentally based dimensions 

is used in a criminalts decisionmaking process 

that distinguishes one environment from another? 
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If an empirically derived basis for selecting CPTED anticrime 

strategies is to be developed, the crime/environment analysis must shed 

light on nine categories of data variables: 

• Type of Crime -- The primary crime categories 

addressed by CPTED are criminal homicide, forci~ 

ble rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, 

larceny, auto theft, simple assault, arson, and 

vandalism. 

• Severity of the Crime Problem -- Basic to any 

prevention effort in a given community is the 

ability to assess the" severity of a particular 

crime problem, as well as to ascertain what crimes 

are most prevalent. 

• Offender Behavior -- These variables include modus 

operandi (e.g., use of force, concealment, entry 

tactics, and extent of planning) and offender 

demographics (e.g., age, sex, and race). 

• Patterns of Crime -- The term patterns refers to 

geographic and temporal phenomena. With respect 

to geographic variables, crime occurs more fre

quently in'some areas of cities than in others. 

Geographic frequencies, the offenderts sphere of 

activity, and the potential for displacement of 

crime vary by type of crime as well. Types of 
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crime also tend to cluster around particular times 

of the day, days of the week, and months of the 

year. Moreover, some crimes are more affected by 

season than others. 

• Environmental Design Variables ~- Building density, 

relationships among buildings, characteristics of 

open areas, the quality of physical environment, 

environmental use patterns, and other design 

variables must be considered in relation to offender 

accessibility to potential victims and the userts 

ability to contTol the level of security in his 

environment. 

• Citizen Behavior -- Socioeconomic profiles of com-

muni ties are important be,cause some types of users 

are more vulnerable to victimization than others. 

In addition, it is important to assess the social 

cohesiveness of the environment. 

• Law Enforcement Behavior -- Law enforcement ac

tivities are studied in crime/environment analyses 

with respect to the influence of police behavic.\~ 
',\ 

on environment'al use patterns and the ways in \;. 

which citizen anticrime activities can be supported. 

• Crime Displacement ... - Displac.ement is the phenomenon. 

that occurs when foreclosure of one type of criminal 

25 
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opportunity by anticrime measures causes offenders 

to shift to: (a) A different time of day (tem

poral); (b) the use of different methods (tactic(ll); 

(c) an alternate type of target (target); (d) a new 

area (territorial); or (e) a different type of crime 

(functional). 

• Fear of Crime -- The relationship of fear to charac

teristics of crime and the environment is complex. 

CPTED planners must be concerned about certain as

pects of the problem including reasons for dis

crepancies between citizens' perceived and probable 

chances of being victimized, misperceptions about 

the nature of crime and the behavior of criminals, 

and the social and physical correlates of fear. 

Figure 2 displays the series of steps involved in the process of 

collecting, interpreting, and using crime-related and environment

related information. Essentially, the process begins when a decision is 

made to initiate a CPTED project. The early activities involve identi

fying and studying crime-related problems and issues; then, a careful 

and comprehensive analysis is made of the identified problems. The 

later analytic activities involve interpreting collected data and trans

lating the findings into program directives. The nature and direction 

of a~tivities during any phase of this process can be modified by in

puts provided by citizen groups. 
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The following describe specific tasks that can be undertaken 

during each phase of the process. 

• Delineation of Issues and Problems -~ This allows 

the project team to establish project objectives 

with respect to existing problems within the 

study area. . Through systematic and comparative 

analysis of existing police and'census records, 

a foundation is prepared for foc1.lsingon well

documented problems. Specifically, this phase 

entails conducting field trips to assess the 

nature of the project environment and the user 

population; looking at summary data reports on 

crime, housing, and population characteristics; 

and meeting informally with individuals or groups. 

• Identification of Crime/Environment Targets -~ 

A crime/environment target is a specific type 

of crime studied within the context of a speci

fic environmental setting (e.g., residential 

burglaries in relation to single-family detached 

houses, or personal robberies within the context 

of outdoor parking lots). Identifying crime/ 

environment targets for detailed examination 

involves conducting structured, in-depth inter

views with knowledgeable individuals (police, 
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community leaders, persons holding political 

offices); examining individual police Offense 

Reports fo'!' an assessment of types and fre~ 

quencies of crimes, offender methods, temporal 

and locational data; studying the nature of 

fear by surveying the population; and possibly 

conducting a victimization survey, if the Of~ 

fense Reports are inadequate for establishing 

accurate crime rates. 

• Project Evaluation -- If evaluation is to be in~ 

cluded in tn.e planning agenda, data base require .. 

ments must be specified because knowledge about 

the physical and social environment is important 

for maintaining the achievement of project goals 

as well as the linkages betloleen proj ect activities 

and goals. Monitoring is also important for 

establishing data gathering priorities. For ex

ample, burglary in single-family homes may be the 

priority crime target at the outset of a project. 

By designing a system for recording land use 

characteristics associated with burglaries, the 

analysts are able to detect a shift in patterns 

more quickly (e.g., th~ trend may shift to robbery 

in food stores). 
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5 Detailed Analysis of Identified Targets -- Whether 

or not evaluation is part of the project agenda, it 

is necessary to conduct detailed examinations of 

specific crime/environment targets. The methods in

clude sonducting structured observations of environ

mental design features and of how such features are 

used and interviewing specific users of targeted 

areas for their perceptions of relevant crime/en

vironment variables. These methods are designed 

to provide precise information about the nature and 

use of specific settings. 

• Translation of Findings into Project Directives -

The final phase of the analytic process involves 

defining crime/environment problems and culling 

a subset of those most amenable to CPTED solutions J 

whether achieved through ~hysical design programs J 

social programs, management programs, or law en

forcement programs, or some combination thereof. 

The more comprehensive the crime/environment analysis, the more 

likely an effective CPTED project will be designed. 
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